
2015-21 MUSTANG
LOWERING SPRINGS 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Front Spring Removal
1. Place the car on either a lift or securely on jack 
stands.

2. Remove the lug nuts with a 21mm socket.

3. Remove the brake caliper by removing the two 
15mm bolts.

4. Set the caliper out of the way, we rested ours on 
the k-member.

5. Remove the brake rotor.

6. Using a door panel removal tool, remove the two plastic clips holding in the ABS 
lines to the ABS sensor.

7. Using a 24mm socket and a 21mm open end wrench, loosen but do not remove the 
two bolts on the bottom of the strut.

8. The strut bolts are splined and will need to be tapped out using the hammer.

9. Once you have the bolts tapped out, remove the two nuts.

10. Loosen but do not remove the 3 bolts on the top of the strut using a 16mm socket.

11. Now you can finish tapping the strut bolts out and then remove the sway bar end 
link bolt using a 17mm open end wrench and an 18mm deep socket.

12. Remove the three strut tower nuts and remove the strut and spring from the 
vehicle.

Removing The Spring From The Strut
1. Using the spring compressor, place the claws directly across from each other.



2. Tighten one side a little and then go to the other side and tighten it just as much.

3. Continue this sequence until the bottom of the spring is pulling away from the 
isolator.

4. Remove the small thread cover from the top of the strut and remove the strut mount 
bolt with a 21mm socket.

5. You can now remove the strut mount and isolator first and then the spring, bump 
stop, and dust boot.

Installing The New Front Springs
1. Take the new bump stop and install it inside the end of the new dust boot with the 
flat side of the bump stop facing up towards the top of the strut.

2. Slide the new dust boot and bump stop onto the strut.

3. Install the new spring with the bottom of the spring pigtail aligned with the isolator 
and compress the spring in the same alternating process as you used on the old 
spring.

4. Align the top of the spring pigtail with the isolator and loosely tighten the 21mm 
strut nut.

Reinstalling The Strut Assembly
1. While putting the strut back into position, slide the strut mount bolts into the strut 
tower holes and loosely install the nuts.

2. Slide the strut bolts through the strut and tighten them down.

3. Reattach the ABS line clips and reinstall the sway bar end links and tighten down.

4. Slide on the brake rotor and install the brake caliper.

5. Tighten the three strut mount nuts and the strut nut and reinstall the thread cover.

6. Repeat the same steps for the other side.



Removing The Rear Springs
1. Support the IRS subframe with a jack to remove the two IRS bolts with a 22mm 
socket, and loosen the front IRS bracket bolts using a 13mm socket.

2. Since we are essentially dropping the IRS subframe, you will need to remove the 
brake line bracket with a 13mm socket so it has some wiggle room.

3. You will then remove the two bolts that are holding the rear shock mount to the 
chassis with an 18mm socket.

4. If needed, you can lower the jack a little to give you more room to lower the control 
arm to remove the spring.

5. With the spring removed, you can take the thread cover off the shock and remove 
the shock nut with a 15mm socket.

6. Slide off the factory dust boot and bump stop.

Installing The New Rear Springs
1. Slide the new bump stop onto the shock with the flat side facing up and then the 
factory dust boot will slide over that.

2. Install the new springs making sure that both the top and bottom pigtails of the 
spring are aligned with the isolators.

3. Jack the IRS up and reinstall the shock mount to the chassis and then install the 
shock nut and thread cover.

4. Reinstall the brake line bracket and raise the IRS subframe to align up the bottom 
hold of the chassis.

5. Tighten down the two sub-frame to chassis bolts and front sub frame bracket bolts.

6. Repeat the same process for the other side and you are done.


